
Omnisept is a highly effective, fast-acting hydrogen peroxide-based remover of the stains and odors of organic contamination such as 
blood, urine, mold, etc.
Omnisept is generally safe for most hard and soft surfaces and leaves behind no toxic residual.  Scrubbing is often unnecessary and 
Omnisept continues to clean long after use.  Generally safe to use on wood, plastic, concrete, drywall, carpet & upholstery, painted surfaces, 
stucco and fiberglass.  Always test an inconspicuous area before use.
Omnisept reacts with organic matter and encapsulates it into profuse foam for easy removal via HEPA vacuuming or wiping.
Compared to competing products, Omnisept utilizes a reduced concentration of hydrogen peroxide.  This negates many of the PPE (per-
sonal protection) and transportation concerns that go along with higher concentrations.
The magic of Omnisept is in the Booster, which accelerates the oxidizing action of the hydrogen peroxide, thus greatly increasing its efficacy 
and allowing it to go to work immediately.  Omnisept works as if it were much stronger than it is.
Directions:  To apply Omnisept, wear safety goggles and rubber gloves. If used in a confined area such as a crawlspace, wear appropriate 
respiratory protection.
Add the complete 8oz. bottle of Booster to the gallon jug (which contains 120oz. of hydrogen peroxide) before use, then mix for a few sec-
onds.  Once activated, a rapid reaction occurs which emits large quantities of oxygen.  Because of this, it is imperative that you NOT re-cap 
the gallon jug or leave your sprayer equipment closed up.  Doing so will result in an explosion due to pressure build-up.  Once activated, 
you MUST be actively dispensing Omnisept from its container, so as to release the oxygen emitted by the activated mixture.
REPEAT:  DO NOT REPLACE THE CAP ON THE GALLON CONTAINER ONCE THE BOOSTER IS ADDED OR LEAVE YOUR SPRAYER 
EQUIPMENT CLOSED UP.  AN EXPLOSION RISK WILL RESULT DUE TO THE RAPID RELEASE OF OXYGEN.
Use at full blended strength; do not add water.  Omnisept can be brushed on or applied with a pump or motorized sprayer, or a trigger 
sprayer bottle.
Spray Omnisept on contaminated surfaces and keep surfaces moist for as long as possible (20 minutes minimum for mold, 15 minutes for 
odors in carpet).  Gently agitate hard surfaces (framing members, concrete, etc.) with a bristle brush.  Carpet or upholstery can be gently 
agitated with a bristle brush, carpet machine or carpet rake if desired to help Omnisept come in contact with all the fibers.
It is recommended that you wet HEPA vacuum off the foam emitted in mold remediation, as it contains the organic contamination which 
Omnisept has forced out of the contaminated substrate.  If no wet HEPA vacuum is available, wipe away the foam with fresh paper towels, 
changing towels often.  Contain towels per common professional guidelines in a sealed trashbag and immediately remove from the structure 
being remediated or deodorized.  For carpet and upholstery, extract with a carpet extractor or allow to air dry.
Allow remediated surfaces to dry naturally.  However, if the area lacks light and ventilation, utilize an air mover or fan to improve airflow and 
preclude subsequent growth or re-growth.  Because there is residual efficacy while Omnisept dries, we do not advise too-rapid drying of 
treated substrates.
If working a smaller area than would require a full gallon, mix 30oz. Omnisept Concentrate and 2oz. of Booster in a quart-sized sprayer bottle.
Once activated, use within 8 hours.  Efficacy diminishes over time, so use the activated mixture as soon as possible after blending.
Omnisept will achieve maximum effectiveness on surfaces that are below 18% in moisture content.
Contents:  120oz. of 7.5% hydrogen peroxide

 

CAUTION:  Keep out of reach of children & pets, follow typical safe-use procedures and use common sense. May be harmful or fatal if swallowed. Do not get in eyes, on skin or on clothing.  Wear safety goggles & rubber gloves 
when handling this product.  Avoid breathing vapors or mist.  Use with adequate ventilation.  Test first on an inconspicuous area for colorfastness. Keep pets away from treated areas until dry. EYES:  Rinse eyes with water for 15 min. 
and seek medical attention if irritation persists.  INGESTION:  Give 1 or 2 glasses of water and get prompt medical attention.  Do not induce vomiting.  User determines suitability for any particular purpose.  Not liable for incidental or 
consequential damages. Purchaser’s sole remedy shall be replacement of product or refund of purchase price, less shipping.  © Copyright 2004-2015.  All rights reserved.  Omnisept and Four On The Floor Pet Products are registered 
trademarks or trademarks of Four On The Floor Pet Products, Inc.,  Indianapolis IN USA 46219.  Founded 1988.  The laws and courts of the State of Indiana shall govern all transactions.  5-4-15  

Great For Odors, Stains, Mold, Dead Critters & More!

NOTE:  We are a charitable company and support animal-welfare causes locally 
and nationally.  Up to the limit allowed by federal tax laws, proceeds from the sale 
of Omnisept are used in the fight against pet overpopulation and to help improve 
needy animals’ lives, so you’re getting a superior product and supporting a very 
worthy cause at the same time.  Thank you for your help.

If Omnisept is being used to remediate animal-waste issues, we remind you that, 
as with any behavior change in your pet, inappropriate elimination should always 
be evaluated by your veterinarian to rule out a medical cause.

• Extremely Easy To Use 
Spray on, allow to dwell, then wipe or wet-HEPA-vac off.

• Really Versatile — Not Just For Mold Remediation 
Remediates a variety of organic stains and odors on water-safe hard 
and soft surfaces.

• No Harsh Chemical Smell Like Other Brands 
Contains no bleach.  Is virtually odorless, so it is well tolerated by 
operators and clients.  “It just does its job, then it’s gone!”

• Reduced PPE Requirements 
Because Omnisept utilizes a reduced con-
centration of hydrogen peroxide, it carries far 
less-stringent precautions than other leading 
products.

• Nothing Beats Omnisept For Features Or Value!

*** Add Booster To Concentrate Before Use ***
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